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Zimbabwe Developments
Zimbabwe and Smart Africa Partner on Agritech Development Plan

In November 2021, the Zimbabwean government partnered with Smart Africa to launch an 

agritech blueprint for Africa. Smart Africa is an organization that works with heads of state from 

30 African countries to identify development challenges and accelerate sustainable socio

economic development on the continent. Compiled in collaboration with international 

corporations like Microsoft and Intel, the blueprint is designed to help Smart Africa member 

states harness information and communications technology (ICT) solutions to "accelerate the 

pace of production and productivity in agriculture and agro-based industries."

Zimbabwean President Emmerson Mnangagwa has emphasized the importance of developing 

policies to reach Africa's full agricultural potential, highlighting thatapplying lessons learned from 

the ICT sector will help the continent increase agricultural production and efficiency. Zimbabwean 

Agriculture Minister Anxious Masuka added that Zimbabwe has "already taken the lead driving 

the digital transformation agenda" and is working with other African countries to implement 

these changes.

Smart Africa and Zimbabwe worked together to create an eight-step blueprint for agritech 

development in Africa. The blueprint includes:

1. Establishing institutional arrangements and government structures.

2. Agreeing on muiti-stakeholder and partnership approaches and processes

3. Establishing the status of agriculture and its capabilities

4. Establishing the status of ICT and its capabilities

5. Managing the vision development process

6. Agreeing on a timeframe to roll out the agritech results framework

7. Developing an operational plan that lays out implementation arrangements, tasks, and 

deadlines

8. Developing an agritech results framework to summarize expected results

To quantify how Africa countries are prepared to utilize agritech solutions, Smart Africa created 

a metric that combines key agricultural indicators (Food Security Index, Ease of Doing Business 

in Agriculture, Africa Agriculture Transformation Index) with ICT indicators (Mobile Connectivity 

Index, ICT regulatory trackers, and Africa Infrastructure Development Index). Zimbabwe was rated 

as a "Fast Adopter," meaning that it has both high agricultural and ICT capacities to implement 

agritech solutions and ranks in the 75:" percentile com pa red to other African countries. Other 

fast adopters on the continent include Egypt, Ghana, Morocco, South Africa, Senegal, Tanzania, 

and Tunisia.

One success highlighted in the Sma rt Africa report relates to blueberry farming at the Hilbre Farm 

in Mashonaland West, Zimbabwe. The farm is Africa's largest producer of blueberries for local 

and export markets, and farmers must constantly monitor the soil to ensure the optimal growing 

conditions for the fruit.
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ICT solutions have made it easier for Zimbabweans to grow this essential crop, with smartphone- 

based report technologies, smart weather stations, satellite monitoring, and watering and 

fertilizing systems allowing one person in front of a computer to water greater than 50 hectares 

of field.

Another innovation that has emerged from Zimbabwe is Ecofarmer, a mobile farming platform 

that provides farmers with information about weather conditions. While in the past limited 

internet access made it difficult for Zimbabwean farmers to predict weather trends, Ecofarmers 

technology is available to anybody with a cellular device, helping more than 1 million small 

farmers in Zimbabwe prepare their harvests appropriately.

Based off the Smart Africa framework, Zimbabwe is working on an Agriculture Information 

Management System (AIMS) to create a platform that operationalizes the agribusiness supply 

chain from farm to table and to establish an integrated central database that that provides 

evidence for decision-making for the government, private sector, and farmers. Zimbabwe's goal 

is to implement this system within the next three years.
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